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 How to describe one person's psychological attributes from the data of psycho-analysis is the theme of this book. The author
has been working in this field for 30 years and the book is a summary of his work. The book is the analysis of the psychological
effects of personality from the viewpoint of psychoanalysis. The most important point of this book is the depth of psychological
interpretation. The major problem for the psychological analysis of people is the fact that the relationships between the person
and his environment are constantly changing. For the psychological data that would be accumulated for the analysis, a part of

the period, from childhood to adulthood, should be omitted. The environmental changes result from the person's behavior. The
relationship between the person and his environment is not only static, but it is also constantly changing, so it becomes a

problem to discover the person's psychological data by himself. The analyst's feelings, beliefs, attitudes, and memories should be
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included in the psychological data that would be accumulated for the analysis. The book analyzes the psychology of personality
from the viewpoint of psychoanalysis, and analyzes the psychological causes, effect, and explanation of psychological

phenomena and mental disorders and introduces analytic methods that would be used for psychoanalysis. It also proposes
psychotherapy for mental disorders. It is the analysis of the relationships between the person's psychological data and the

environmental changes with the help of the analytic methods. So, if the analyst tells a patient that he feels guilty of being a bad
person, the patient understands his guilty feelings as a psychological data, then the analyst could interpret it as the result of his

feelings and would develop his analysis based on this interpretation. Through the therapist's interpretation of his own
psychological data, the patient's emotional state can be improved. The author should note that this study does not talk about the

psychological disorders in the other languages, it only emphasizes the particularity of psychological data that would be
accumulated for the analysis. The author considers that the psychological effect of the person's psychological data should be

emphasized, and that the person's psychological data must be emphasized to understand the psychological effect of the
psychological data. The author has not been working on the data of psychotherapy; however, if he analyzes the data of

psychotherapy through the use of this book, it would be able to provide a better understanding of the psychological data. The
author has been working on the analysis of the psychological data that would be accumulated for the psychological analysis of
personality. The idea of psychology is the scientific study of the mental and mental phenomena, and the analysis of psychology

requires the development of 520fdb1ae7
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